We give a description of the Mackey topology t(L°°, L1 ) for finite measures in terms of a family of norms defined by certain Young functions. As an application we obtain various topological characterizations of sequential convergence in t(L°°,L') . Moreover, we obtain a criterion for relative weak compactness in L1 in terms of the integral functional defined by some Young function.
1. Introduction J. B. Cooper [3, Chapter III] has characterized the Mackey topology t(L°° , L ) on L°°-space associated with a positive Radon measure on a locally compact space, in terms of the notion of mixed topologies. K. D. Stroyan [10] has characterized t(L0C,L ) for finite measures in terms of an infinitesimal relation on the nonstandard extension *L°° . In [9] we examined the topology -r(L°° ,L ) from the viewpoint of the theory of locally solid Riesz spaces (see [I] )-Let (Q,X,//) be a rj-finite measure space, and let L denote the set of equivalence classes of all real-valued /¿-measurable functions defined and finite a.e. on Q. Then L is a super Dedekind complete Riesz space under the ordering x < y whenever x(t) <y(t) a.e. on Í2. The Riesz F-norm IWIo= [ \x(t)\(l + \x(t)\)~lf(t)dß forxeL0 7n where a function f.D. -► (0,oo) is //-measurable with /n/(í)í//í = 1, determines a Lebesgue topology ¿9^ (see [5, Chapter I, §6] , [1, Theorem 24.7] ). This topology generates convergence in measure on every measurable set of finite measure. Let L°° denote the set of all x e L such that IMI^ = ess supíeí2 \x(t)\ < oo and let ^ denote the topology of the 5-norm || H^ . Py(x) = j \x(t)y(t)\dß for , ,00
x e L 1.
It is known that |<j|(L ,7, ) is a Lebesgue topology (see [1, Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 9.1]).
In [9] we showed that t(L°° , L1) is the finest Hausdorff Lebesgue topology on L°° , and that it coincides with the mixed topology Yl-^o,^¡Loo] ■ For terminology concerning mixed topologies we refer to [11] . [6, 7] for more details). Note that this includes V being equal to L°°a nd L . Let || • || and || • || denote the Luxemburg 5-norm and the Orlicz 77-norm defined on L9 by (see [6, 7] For r > 0 we will write B (r) = {x e V : \\x\\ < r). A Young function tp is called an TV-function if it takes only finite values, vanishes only at zero and (p(u)/u -► 0 as u -> 0, <p(u)/u -+00 as u -► 00 (see [6, p. 9] ).
The following lemma will be needed. It is seen that y/ is an ^-function, and that q(t) -min(2<?(2"~ ), p(2"~ )) for t G [2"~ ,2"), n = 2,3, ... . Thus y/(u) < <p(u) for w > 0. We shall show that y/ satisfies the A2-condition. Indeed, let / > 1 . Choose a natural number n such that t e [2"~ ,2"). Then we have g(2Q= g(2B) <2g(2"-') =
Hence for « > 2 we get
and this means that y/ satisfies the A2-condition. We denote by Xe ^ne characteristic function of the subset E of Í2. Henceforth we will assume that the measure p is finite.
A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MACKEY TOPOLOGY t(L°°,L') FOR FINITE MEASURES
We start by giving a characterization of absolutely continuous seminorms on L°° . Note that the Riesz seminorm p on L°° is absolutely continuous iff P(Xe) ~* 0 as p(E) -► 0. It is known that p is absolutely continuous iff it is order continuous (i.e. p(xn) -► 0 if xn [ 0 holds in L°°) (see [8, Theorem 
2.1]).
We will write 5oo = {x€L°°:||x||oo<l} and Bp = {x e L°°: p(x) < 1}.
Proposition 2.1. For a Riesz seminorm p on L°° the following statements are equivalent: (i) p is absolutely continuous.
(ii) There exists an N-function y> such that p(x) < \\x\\ for x e L°° .
Proof, (i) => (ii) For y e L1 let us put f(z) = Jnz(t)y(t)dp for z e L°° . Denoting by (L°°,p)* the topological dual of (L°°,p) we have (L°°,p)* c {fv : y e L } , because p is order continuous on L°° and L is the Köthe dual of L°° . Using the Hahn-Banach theorem for the seminormed space (L°° , p), for x e L°° we get p(x) = sup{|/ (jf)| : / e (L°° , p)*, \\fy\\p < 1} where §fy\\p = sup{\fy(z)\: z G Bp} . Therefore, writing Y = {y e V : \fy(z)\ <1 for zeBp} we get (1) p(x) = sup y€Y f x(t)y(t)dp Jn There exists a number c > 0 such that p(z) < cll^H^ for z G L°° (see [1, Theorem 16.7] ). Applying (+), for y G L1 we get I \y(t)\ dp < sup i y z(i)y(0 ^ : z £ 5oo } {II < csup < / z(t)y(t)dp : zeB } For a measurable subset E of fi, by (1), we have />(X£) = suPy6y ¡e \y^)\ dp ■ Therefore, there exists a sequence of positive numbers (Xn ) such that Xn \ 0 and (3) Then by (2) , for y g F we have p(En(y))cX~l < fn\y(t)\dp < c, so p(En(y)) < Xn . Therefore, according to (3), for y e Y we get f yy(2\y(t)\)dp = / ^(2|y(0|)dp + ¿ /" ^(2|y(0|)• >" J£0(y) ^f«»W OO ç.
<¥(2cX-x)p(Çi) + Y,2n~no \y(t)\dp<2~\ "=1 '«.ÔO Thus \\y\\w < 2 ' if y g Y, and by (1) and (+), for x G L°° we get /?(x) = sup / x(t)y(t) dp y€Y\Jn < sup (\ j x(t)y(t)dp :yeL\ \\y\\v<2 ' < |Wlr Thus, to finish the proof it suffices to put tp = y/*.
(ii) =J> (i) It suffices to show that for an TV-function tp the norm || • || is absolutely continuous on L°° . Indeed, for a measurable subset E of Í2 we have ||*£||^ = \/(p-\p(E)yx) (see [6, p. 79] ), and thus \\xE\\9 -0 as p(E)^0.
Thus the proof is finished.
Remark. The above result is motivated by Andô's paper [2] where a description of absolutely continuous seminorms on Orlicz spaces L9 defined by some finitevalued Young function is given.
We are now ready to state our main result. 
